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Australia’s largest
urban parklands
form your beautiful
backyard

Elevate your life at The Lofts. It’s mix of vibrant
urban life bordered by vast green open space
really gives you room to live and thrive.
Australia’s largest urban parklands form your
beautiful backyard. Sydney’s largest entertainment
precinct offers doorstep venues for leisure and
amusements to suit all moods and ages.
It’s this outstanding amenity that has seen
this centrally located suburb grow from strength
to strength. Few communities offer such an
all-encompassing mix of open space and world-class
infrastructure that will only be added to in future years
From its stylish, contemporary design to the many
natural assets on your doorstep, living at The Lofts
is nothing short of uplifting.
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Contemporary
Urban Spaces

Inside and out, The Lofts raises the standards
for contemporary living in this evolving new
lifestyle suburb.
Seen from the outside, a multi-faceted façade
draws in plentiful light and air with its recessed
and overhanging terraces really working to
maximise views and flow.
At The Lofts’ heart, a beautifully landscaped
courtyard adds a welcome green aspect to
the contemporary urban design.
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As you move inside, this dynamic architectural
profile creates enhanced indoor-outdoor living
for seamless enjoyment throughout the seasons.
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Arriving home, secure basement
parking provides easy convenience
for the end of a busy day.
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Artist Impression
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Inside and out,
The Lofts raises
the standards for
contemporary living

Designed for heightened liveability, the inspired
mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments and
spectacular terraced penthouses offer comfort
and low maintenance style.
In the upper level penthouses, spacious living
areas spill to oversized wrap around terraces with
full-height glazing capturing wonderful parkland
or city skyline outlooks.
Throughout the apartments, the harmonious
open plan layouts foster a real sense of wellbeing,
working brilliantly to expand the flow of space.
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Beautiful timber floors
and veneers, classic
Caesarstone benches and
textural finishes form the
backbone of the interiors
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Entertain
with ease

If you’re seeking the high life, The Loft’s
upmarket apartments are above expectation
Beautiful timber floors and veneers, classic
Caesarstone benches and textural finishes form
the backbone of the interiors. From room to room,
it brings together layered contemporary detailing
and natural hues to create an easy, organic mood
Stainless steel appliances deliver sleek function
in the gourmet gas kitchens while mirrored
splashbacks cast glimmers of reflection into
the naturally inspired design.
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Bakehouse Quarter
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Close to
Everywhere
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Sydney offers
infinite options and
at The Lofts, you’re
close to it all

Just a stroll from Homebush Station, hop
on a train for a quick 30 minute commute
to the Sydney CBD.
The surrounding area is also highly soughtafter for its numerous quality private and
public schools with Sydney’s major universities
all within easy reach.
For work, study or play, you’ll find a higher level
of convenience and connectivity at The Lofts.
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Sydney’s renowned café
culture has now well
and truly arrived on
Homebush’s shores
adding a fresh, local
flavour to this rising,
multi-dimensional
community

The Local
Area
10
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At The Lofts, you’ll flourish in a neighbourhood
that fosters a real sense of wellbeing in a
relaxed family-friendly setting.
Superbly connected to a larger world, it provides
that perfect mix of convenience, urban energy
and easy everyday life.
Shop at nearby Rhodes and bustling Burwood
Westfield, or the DFO designer outlet. Source fresh
produce at the lively Flemington Markets. Sample
the diverse multicultural eateries or the Bakehouse
Quarter’s charming restaurants and stores.
Sydney’s renowned café culture has now
well and truly arrived on Homebush’s shores
adding a fresh, local flavour to this rising,
multi-dimensional community.
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Expansive terraces define The Lofts’ incredible
penthouse and podium apartments creating
a truly sensational space for generous
entertaining or luxurious everyday living.
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Get out and
enjoy the great
outdoors, even
from the comfort
of home
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Artist Impression
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Warm your world or keep things neutral. The
Lofts’ two sophisticated warm or cool finishing
schemes keep things grounded in nature.
Blending pale or darker timber floors and
veneers with soft greys and whites, both
schemes radiate a luxurious interior mood.

The Finishing
Touches
16

In the relaxing bathrooms, stylish white basins
and frameless glass showers add a luxurious
touch while fluid lines maintain the effortless
sense of space and style. Ample concealed and
open storage ensures there’s plenty of room for
all your bathing essentials.
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A fusion of vibrant
urban life bordered by
vast green open space
really gives you room
to live and thrive
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Stroll along foreshore. Head out for an
invigorating jog through the natural
splendour of neighbouring Bicentennial Park.
Whatever your pleasure, The Lofts lets you
live life at your own pace.

Nature
in the City
18

Take the bike out and explore the kilometres
of picturesque trails that wind around the
peninsula. Swim in the wake of legends at Sydney
Olympic Park or improve your tennis game.
Just across the way, 400 hectares of parkland,
bicycle pathways, nature reserves and world
class sporting and leisure venues provide
plentiful diversions close to home.
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The Lofts
Team
Positive Investment Enterprise

e

We provide experienced, personalised and cost
effective services to a diverse range of projects
for public, private and corporate clients in
Australia, Asia and the Pacific.

We aim to create considered, innovative and
lasting environments of great value to the
community through inventive design, thorough
documentation, attention to detail and an
awareness of commercial realities, ensures that
our experienced team of landscape architects
and designers at A Total Concept produce
finished projects of the highest quality.
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The experienced team is adept at developing
innovative and environmentally sustainable
environments, achieved through effective
partnerships across multiple property segments,
including medium density residential,

A Total Concept is an established award
winning landscape architectural consultancy
based in Sydney, Australia.

mixed-use, and high-rise apartment
developments. All apartments come equipped
with high quality finishes and stylish inclusions
The vast knowledge and experience of the
property team ensures meticulous standards
in the design and construction of every project.
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Positive Investment Enterprise is rapidly
emerging as one of Australia’s foremost
property specialists.

A Total Concept Landscape Architects

Skyworks Group

Landpearl Group has been involved in a number
of residential projects across Sydney with a
proven track record of having the capabilities to
deliver exceptional lifestyle developments which
continually redefine our approach to innovation,
quality, and architectural excellence as well as
setting a benchmark for decades to come.

Skyworks Group is a leading diversified
construction company. Since the time Skyworks
came into existence Skyworks have operated
across a broad range of sectors that include
residential, commercial, retail, industrial
and civil infrastructure.
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Landpearl Group

Skyworks has established a strong reputation
for delivering quality and added value to
all projects.

This brochure is for information only. Fixtures and Finishes are subject to availability and changes. None of the vendors, companies related to the vendors, or
other respective agents make any warranty as to the accuracy of the information provided in this brochure and do not and will not accept any liability for any
error or discrepancy in that information. Photographs are representative and depict lifestyle concepts only. Some images may have been digitally altered.
The information contained in this brochure will not form any part of any contract of sale for property. All purchasers must rely on their own enquiries.

Fortey & Grant Architects

PBD Architects

Fortey & Grant Architects is a small, award
winning partnership committed to providing
optimum design solutions to all projects.

PBD Architects is a multidisciplinary Design/
Development Management practice committed
to creating buildings that meet the project brief
and the highest architectural standards.

Their boutique approach to each design
ensures meticulous attention at all stages to
create integrated, seamless living environments.
They have established a co-operative practice
involved in numerous award wining projects.
Fortey & Grant Architects built works enjoy
a sense of light and openness and focus
on enhancing the relationship between the
individual and building.

The firm’s clients include individual investors,
local development companies and major
international development corporations
These relationships have seen PBD Architects
manage the interests of international clients
for potential projects in the vicinity of $350m.
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02 8599 8799
info@positiveinvest.com

